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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major prerequisites for the safe operation of nuclear power plants

is the proper qualification of operation staff. In Poland, the suitable

preparation of personnel for future nuclear programme has been recognized from the

beginning as an extremely important factor for the safe and economic operation of

NPPs. In 1986-90, during the construction period of the first Polish nuclear power

plant at Zarnowiec, about 65 km northwest of Gdansk, the task of preparing the

modern methods and technical facilities for teaching and training of domestic

nuclear power staff was given to the Gdansk Technical University. In 1990, the

nuclear power programme was stopped in Poland and the construction of the

Zarnowiec NPP was also interrupted.

2. FUTURE DEMAND FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY IN POLAND

The significant amount of uncertainty that exists now in Poland with respect to

future economic developments makes it difficult to predict the demand for

electricity. This uncertainty is caused by considerable changes in prices and

production shortfalls, which render all assumptions of macroeeonomic model

coefficients based on conclusions from trends or dependencies to be imprecise.

Therefore, three scenarios of future economic development were considered, taking

into account the assumed average annual GNP growth rate. As it follows from these

considerations 111 concerning the energy resources and the demand for energy in

Poland up to 2010, the nuclear energy will have to be introduced as an important

energy carrier to cover an increasing part of primary energy demand after 2000.

More detailed information in this field will be given during the poster session.

Lack of public acceptance can be a major impediment to the implementation of

the new energy policy aiming at a sustainable energy system ensuring safety and

reliability of energy supply. Therefore, public participation in planning,

decision making an'I policy implementation in the energy sector should be promoted

and facilitated by improved education and communication. Information and training



programmes should reinforce environmental consciousness to ensure that energy

systems and power plants are operated in such a way that health and environmental

risks are minimized. If these conditions are fulfilled, the role of nuclear energy

in covering the energy demand in Poland will increase, particularly in the period

2000-2010.

As it seems, there are prerequisites for interest in the problems of nuclear

power staff preparation in Poland. The works, which began at the Gdansk Technical

University in 1986, were performed in the following groups: (i) teaching and

training systems and programmes, (ii) system for computer aided teaching process,

(iii) mathematical models of NPP's processes for training purposes, (iv) NPP's

systems simulators, and (v) training laboratories.

3. TEACHING PROGRAMMES FOR GRADUATE AND POST-GRADUATE COURSES

Teaching in the area of nuclear power engineering was started at the Gdartsk

Technical University by the end of sixties. At the beginning, it was a very

limited number of students who performed diploma works and graduated with the

specialization in electrical power engineering. In 1987, the first enrolment for

the option of nuclear power engineering took place. The programme of study was

then modified to cover the domain knowledge specific to that option.

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Gdansk Technical University in

cooperation with the Institute for Nuclear Research at Swierk has organized post-

graduate courses in nuclear power engineering since 1973, namely:

(1) Post-graduate Course of Nuclear Power Engineering,

(2) Post-graduate Course of Nuclear Power Plants Construction,

(3) Post-graduate Course of Nuclear Power Plants Design. :

Post-graduate courses of Nuclear Power Engineering were organized almost every

year. Post-graduate courses of Nuclear Power Plants Construction and of Nuclear

Power Plants Design were organized two times. Some details of the courses'

programmes will also be shown during the poster session.

4. SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER AIDED TEACHING AND TRAINING

Within the frame of research works the pre-project of the system for computer ,

aided teaching and training has been developed. The proposed system of computer £]

aided teaching and training has a hierarchical structure which contains: (i) v;

specialized microcomputer didactic stands, (ii) functional sections of didactic *

stands forming the local area network, (iii) system's local area network

connecting the functional sections.

A specialized microcomputer didactic stand is the basic component of the

proposed system and its configuration may vary depending on its functions in the



system. The following basic types of didactic stands have been foreseen to be

developed: (i) lecture-and-demonstration stands, (ii) calculation-and-simulation

stands, (iii) laboratory stands, and (iv) set-to-run and instructor stands.

Functional sections consist of several didactic stands with the same or the

similar hardware configuration and a network managing microcomputer. From the

hardware point of view, the functional section is a local area network.

System's local area network consists of several functional sections, some

autonomous didactic stands and a network managing microcomputer. Some details

concerning the proposed system will be shown during the poster session.

There are possibilities of using computer facilities in almost all forms of

didactic sessions which are performed in a nuclear power training centre or at a

faculty of a technical university which gives courses in this domain, but only the

scope of their applications will be different for particular forms of sessions.

Computer facilities may be introduced to the following forms of didactic sessions:

(i) lectures, (ii) classroom exercises, (iii) laboratory sessions, (iv) simulation

sessions, (v) self-teaching, (vi) knowledge and skills testing.

Special efforts have been devoted to developing the following software at the

Gdarisk Technical University : (i) computer aided lectures, self-teaching and

knowledge testing programmes, (ii) principle simulators of basic systems of NPPs.

The IBM PC (AT, 386) microcomputers were selected as the hardware basis for

developing this software, which should be user friendly.

S. SOFTWARE DEVELOPED AT THE GDANSK TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

During the years 1986-90, the following prototype software was developed for

aiding (i) lectures, self-teaching and knowledge testing for the subject "Dynamics

and Control of Nuclear Reactors", (ii) principle simulators of NPP's basic systems

*• like: reactor, steam generator, steam turbine, and synchronous generator.

.'': Computer aided lecture programme gives the possibilities to illustrate the

t presented material by static and animated pictures on monitor's display. These

• pictures may consist of: (i) schemes of systems, (ii) construction drawings, (iii)

; formulas and relationships, (iv) graphs, (v) simulation results.

I Computer aided self-teaching and knowledge programmes use the same pictures as

[.' the programme mentioned above. Additionally, they contain functions of man-machine

\ dialogues, giving the questions and evaluation of answers.

I Simulators' software gives the opportunities (i) to define the conditions of

| simulation, (il) to observe the run of simulation on graphs or on pictorial

diagrams, (iii) to analyse the results of simulation. The defining of simulation's

conditions covers .- initial conditions, sequence of disturbances, sequence of

controls and selection of variables which we want to observe. The simulation can
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be interrupted at any time to discuss its run or to change, for example, the

sequence of controls. Results of simulations can be stored on a disc or printed.

During the poster session some aspects of the mentioned software will be

presented.

6. DIRECTIONS OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

Progress in the domain of microcomputers and the software for them create the

conditions for further development of computer aided teaching and training

systems. Two directions of development can be mentioned: (i) application of expert

system technology, (ii) application of different techniques of visualization

(multimedia application).
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